
Security Architecture to Secure Vital
Installations & Sensitive Planning &

Emergency Management
HS125

Training Language:
EN / AR

Training Methodology:

Presentation & Slides-
Audio Visual Aids-
Interactive Discussion-
Participatory Exercise-
Action Learning-
Class Activities-
Case Studies-
Workshops-
Simulation-

Venue | Date | Fees
Riyadh | 12-11-2023 | 10,350 SAR
Khobar | 24-12-2023 | 10,350 SAR
ONLINE | 24-12-2023 | 7,475 SAR

Course Overview:
This program aims to knowledge and skills of the participants in dealing
with crises and security disasters and the use of modern methods to
control them and reduce training and increase the participants' knowledge
in all theoretical and practical measures to put an emergency plan and how
to organize and coordinate the required among all involved in emergency
response, rescue and evacuation elements .

Course Objective:

How todealing with crises and security disasters-
Use of modern methods to control the crises-
Increase the participants' knowledge in all theoretical and practical measures to
put an emergency plan.

-

How to organize and coordinate the required among all involved in emergency
response.

-

Course Outline:
Plans and procedures in emergency facilities.-
Security lighting and its role in protecting the facility-
Security documents, information and communications-
Emergency plan at the facility, authorities and responsibilities of
leadership.

-

Style shifts implementation schedules.-
Include how to report and act fast to announce emergency-
Security supervision-
The effective role of the Security and the role of the President of the
Security

-

The foundations of the organization of the security apparatus and guard
vital Mounhiat

-

Security standards which secure the facilities of emergency control
measures Times

-

Secure facilities in the face of terrorism and sabotage as methods of
emergency

-

Put evacuation plan and escape from the sites.-
Design evacuation plan and escape from the sites.-
Structural design for safety.-
Design and spatial planning for evacuation and escape.-
Directions and evacuation routes and escape-

Who Should Attend:

Security supervisors / officers-
Facility supervisors / officers-
HR and administrative supervisors responsible for security-
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